CANDLE INFO, TIPS AND SAFETY

My candles are made using natural soy wax and scented with the
highest quality fragrance oils. No colour is added. The wicks are
made from braided cotton and coated in wax.
To enjoy your candles at their best follow these three simple rules:
● ALWAYS trim the wick to around ½ inch (approx 6mm)
each time you burn your candle.
● The first time you light your candle allow it to burn until a
melt pool extends the width of the container.
● Extinguish the flame by dunking the wick into the melt
pool and then straightening it. This eliminates smoke and
also primes the wick with extra wax ready for the next
burn.
When burning candles please exercise caution and common
sense by following these suggestions:
● Keep your candle out of drafts and away from any
combustible materials like curtains and furniture.
● NEVER leave a candle burning unattended.
● Keep your candle out of reach of children and pets.
● Keep the area around the wick free of debris.
● Never burn your candle for longer than 4 hours - when
glass gets too hot it can crack.
● Always protect your surfaces by using a flame proof plate
under your candle. The lids on my larger candles are
perfect for this job.

** BULK / WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES WELCOME **

** CANDLE PARTIES AVAILABLE **

8 Tunis Cove, Quinns Rocks, WA 6030 (by appointment only)
0430 067578
candles@justjane.com.au

Just Jane
SOY CANDLES AND MELTS

CONTAINER CANDLES

Medium Oxford tumbler.
Approx. 33 hours burn
Boxed.

TEA LIGHTS

$25

Standard poly tealight.
Approx. 5 hours burn.
Each

$1.50

Large Oxford tumbler.
Approx. 48 hours burn.
Boxed

$30

Maxi poly tealight.
Approx 12 hours burn.
Each

$3

Extra large Oxford tumbler.
Approx. 63 hours burn.
Boxed.

$35
HOME FRAGRANCE

$

20

$

Reed Diffuser
Approx 3-6 months fragrance
Boxed

$20

Soy wax melts
Approx 12 hours burn
Pop in oil burner, light tealight and relax!

$3

Luxury scented sachet
Approx 1-3 months fragrance
Made with a 100% natural base

$4

